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Executive Summary

Stephen Crowley

Two major dilemmas confront labor politics in Ukraine. First, the majority of workers are dependent on decaying state enterprises for the provision of the most basic goods and services. This dependence on the enterprise has helped keep workers quiescent, despite the dramatic decline in real wages and living standards and the threat of widespread unemployment. At the same time, this situation has strengthened the political position of enterprise managers, who are able to keep workers quiescent by obtaining credits and subsidies to keep their enterprises afloat.

Second, those workers who are organized have shown a willingness to strike to obtain their objectives. This includes above all the Donbass coal miners, who are further strengthened by an alliance across class lines with managers and others in Eastern Ukraine to push for greater ties to Russia and continued industrial subsidies to keep workers employed. Continued economic decline could push miners, and other workers, to seek more radical solutions for their dilemmas.

The economic situation in Ukraine has deteriorated greatly since independence, with little promise for recovery in sight. A wide variety of measures show declining living standards for many social groups in Ukraine, and the current poverty level could be as high as 85 percent. While inflation runs between 70-100 percent a month, however, official unemployment rates are extremely low. It is argued that continued employment at state enterprises, no matter how artificial, is essential to avoid major social unrest.

Those workers who have struck and organized independent unions, while a minority, have had a dramatic impact on Ukrainian politics. Coal miners in the East, nationalistic workers in the West, and industrial workers in Kiev united with other Ukrainians to help bring about independence. Since independence, railroad engineers, public transportation workers, dock workers and pilots and air traffic controllers have been active as well, and have formed independent trade unions in alliance with the miners.

Most workers have remained quiet however. An in-depth look at a steel factory in the center for the miner's region, the Donetsk Metallurgical Plant, finds workers dependent on their workplace not only for a paycheck, but for the most basic consumer goods and services, including housing, day care, durable goods and food. Most of these items are distributed through lists controlled by management, and this dependence helps keep workers from acting...
collectively. The distribution of goods and services through the workplace places a major roadblock before the privatization of state enterprises, a path upon which Ukraine has hardly even begun to embark. Since city governments cannot afford to take over the operation of day care centers or the construction and distribution of housing, and private owners would have to charge prices out of the reach of potential customers, enterprises remain, for the present, the only alternative.

Enterprise distribution has also benefitted the directors of these plants, a group commonly referred to throughout Ukraine as the "Red Directorate." Far from being interested simply in profit-maximization, these directors view their positions politically. They continue to expend scarce resources on the well-being of their workforce, which both prevents workers' collective action and allows the directors, or others with whom they ally, to achieve positions of political power and influence. Thus, the director of the Donetsk Metallurgical Plant used his plant's resources as a base for election to Ukraine's parliament. The director of the Zasyadko mine, Efim Zviagilsky, was elected mayor of Donetsk, member of parliament, and as of this writing, is acting Prime Minister of Ukraine. These political positions, in turn, allow for further strengthening of their economic base: Zasyadko's success appears largely a result of an export license, one of the scarcest resources in Ukrainian industry, the distribution of which has little correlation with economic rationality. Others are able to use their position to get favorable credits for their enterprises. Collectively, these industrialists cum parliamentarians are blamed, through their granting of subsidies and credits to industry, for much of the monetary emissions currently plaguing Ukraine's economy.

Such a state of affairs helps explain why the only "labor" parties in Ukraine have been organizations of industrialists and directors. They, together with the once-official trade unions, have taken over the Communist Party's legacy of "acting in the interests of the working class", while having a weak link with those they claim to represent. This would appear to be bad news for the creation of a democratic society, since most workers, a very significant social group, and one that will be asked to make still more sacrifices for the sake of economic reform, lack a genuine channel for articulating their interests and defending their rights.

More importantly still, the miners of Eastern Ukraine are joined in their demands across class lines by others in the region. The reasons are both material and cultural: both workers and managers in these state enterprises have an interest in strong economic ties with Russian firms, and the predominantly Russian-speaking population has cultural and kinship ties with Russia, an interest in promoting the Russian language as a second state language, and little interest in state building at the expense of economic well-being. As the strike of June 1993 showed, much of this region is capable of acting collectively to defend its interests.
While the miners' demand for a referendum on the confidence of the population in the parliament and the president was eventually rejected, pressure applied across Ukrainian society succeeded in forcing parliament to call pre-term elections for both president and parliament. With elections now called for, workers in Galicia may well support Rukh and other parties of democratic-nationalist orientation, but workers in the East will almost certainly not do so. Yet a party that might capture the concerns of workers as a distinct group has failed to appear. In fact, the only "Labor Party" was rather clearly set up by enterprise managers, largely from the Donbass. In the absence of a party perceived as genuinely committed to the interests of labor, the parties of industrialist and former communists may do quite well in the coming elections among workers, especially in Eastern Ukraine. Indeed, early survey data indicates that the Socialist Party (the successor to the Communist Party) has gained support from unskilled workers, among other groups. Moreover, while the largest group of those surveyed are still undecided, their profile closely resembles the supporters of the Socialist Party, suggesting that the latter could continue to gain considerable support. Unless such moderate political groups such as New Ukraine can craft effective appeals to workers in the East, the former communists may do quite well.

These cleavages illuminate the vicious circle to be faced by any government in Kiev: in order to halt inflation and stabilize the economy, that government would have to cut subsidies, much of which are aimed at industries in the East. Any reduction in subsidies will lead to bankruptcies and open and widespread unemployment. Yet if relatively modest price increases were sufficient to bring much of Eastern Ukraine to strike and call for the virtual ouster of the government and the president, then a sudden reduction in subsidies and subsequent unemployment will almost certainly do so. The result has been a political crisis, as the Ukrainian economy continues to slide deeper into the morass.
Between Class and Nation: 
Worker Politics in the Post-Communist Ukraine

Stephen Crowley

Workers in contemporary Ukraine face two major dilemmas. First, Ukrainian industry, as a result of its long, extensive exploitation, is nearly obsolete. Thus upon achieving political independence, much of Ukrainian industry is more dependent than ever. In turn, many industrial workers are dependent on decaying state enterprises, and despite tremendous economic hardship, find themselves unable to act collectively to defend their interests. Thus, perhaps a majority of Ukraine's workers remain, well after the downfall of the Communist Party and the Soviet Union, without a direct means to articulate their interests and defend their rights in economic or political realms.

Second, and the first dilemma notwithstanding, those workers who are mobilized are strategically positioned to block reform efforts that would reduce their substantial subsidies. This group includes, though is not limited to, the coal miners of the Donbass, who find themselves on one side of a great cultural divide in Ukraine. While miners and other Ukrainians from different classes and regions united in the fight for a sovereign Ukraine, they did so for different reasons, and now find themselves aligned on opposite sides of a cleavage between East and West, between Russian and Ukrainian speakers, and between industrial and agricultural and interests. Indeed, while the Ukrainian state, embodied in President Kravchuk, first allied itself with nationalists in the goal of creating a strong independent state, it now finds itself hostage to the industrial East. This region requires state subsidies to survive, while the possibility of deindustrialization and mass unemployment create the very real threat of social explosion by its industrial work force.

This paper is an attempt to understand better these dilemmas facing workers and contemporary Ukraine. It will first look at the particularly acute economic difficulties confronting Ukraine, before turning to strikes and other actions by workers which helped pave the way for Ukrainian independence. It will then attempt to answer several questions: why most other groups of workers have not joined the miners thus far in striking and forming independent unions; how those groups of workers that are independently organized, as well as the once-official unions, have framed their demands and waged their struggle; how the united support for Ukrainian independence between workers and nationalists changed to significant conflict once independence was achieved; how the Donbass and the new Ukrainian state became inter-dependent — the Donbass on state support for industry, and Kiev on the acquiescence of the independent workers' movement for political stability.
Upon gaining independence, Ukraine was seen by many observers as being the best endowed and most viable of former Soviet republics, including Russia. Ukraine's advantages included raw materials, its large size, location near Europe with access to the sea, a skilled workforce and high level of industrialization.  

Yet independence has been anything but kind to Ukraine's economy. Several disadvantages were overlooked in the more optimistic forecasts on Ukraine's viability. First, unlike Poland or Russia, Ukraine has little recent history of independent statehood, and thus in the first years of independence policy has been driven by the nationalist concerns of nation and state building, and only belatedly and out of necessity has Ukraine turned to economics. Likewise, the "Ukrainian economy" is an entity still in formation, given the tremendous interdependence with the economy of Russia and other former republics. Disruptions in trade and shocks in oil prices have hit Ukraine hard.

Moreover, although Ukraine is certainly industrialized, it has suffered from years of intensive exploitation from Moscow, geared towards the needs of the Union. While Ukraine was an engine in Stalinist industrialization, it gave up much in raw materials, and investment lagged. In 1990, Ukraine's share of investment in industry was less than 12 percent of that for the Soviet Union as a whole, though its share in output was nearly 17 percent. While such statistics helped fuel the desire for independence, they did nothing to change the fact that upon gaining sovereignty, Ukraine is saddled with obsolescent and environmentally harmful industries, and lacks sufficient resources to survive on its own. Nonetheless, Ukraine's structural position is not worse and perhaps better than most other former republics. Its twin problems -- hyperinflation and enormous deficit spending -- have been attributed by most economists to failed macroeconomic policy. Inflation has accelerated from about 5% in 1990 to 87% in 1991 to more than 1,000% in 1992. By the end of 1993 inflation was running between 70 and 100% a month, and the karbovanets, which had started at par with the Russian ruble two years earlier, was now trading at 27 to one ruble.

In a measure of the impact of inflation on different social groups, one study used consumer baskets (based on the monthly Ukrainian Army ration) to assess changes in purchasing power. In October 1991, the cost of the basket represented 50% of monthly wages; in the beginning of 1992, the cost of the same basket rose to 123% of the average wage. By November 1992 the average wage in the state sector was 2-3 times that needed to purchase the basket, while in the mining industry it was 10 times and in the retail sector only 1. By March 1993 those factors had fallen to 1 for state employees, 2 for miners and 0.5 for
retail workers. In late June 1993, following their recent strike, the miners' had pushed their factor to 5, while the average wage had fallen to 0.6 and in retail to 0.3.6

In another measure, Ukrainians suffered about a one-fifth drop in their total personal income in 1992, in constant prices; as a rather clear result, retail sales were down 22.3% and paid services dropped 22% for the year, and have continued to fall. In human terms, this has produced perhaps the most graphic statistic of all: perhaps as much as 85 percent of the population is currently below the poverty line.7

Such a level of inflation was in a part a result of the introduction of the karbovanets in early 1992. Intended initially to be an interim currency before the gryvnia was introduced, it was to be used as a coupon alongside rubles. The hope was that it would ease the transition to gryvnia by giving Ukraine greater control over its monetary policy. In fact the opposite occurred, as the Ukrainian central bank was able to print as many karbovantsi as it wanted; the expenditures, which greatly outpaced revenues, were used as subsidies to industry and as social payments to the population suffering from inflation. The inevitable result was further inflation.3

While Ukraine's GDP declined at about 20%, official statistics reported a somewhat smaller 9% decline in gross output for industry, thanks to subsidies. Such payments are clearly reaching their limits, preventing the government from further protecting the population against drops in the standard of living. By the end of 1992 the budget deficit was between 36-44% of GDP. Social and cultural payments were 43% of total spending for 1992, and payments to industry, including subsidies, were 36% of the total. These two categories alone accounted for an overwhelming four-fifths of total expenditures for 1992. In the words of one observer, "Any effort to reduce the budget deficit . . . will have to center on cutting spending on social welfare programs and subsidies to industry."9

Ukraine's industrial workers compromise one of the biggest road blocks lying in the path of such a policy. While hyperinflation will surely have to be brought under control, the too often unacknowledged tradeoff with inflation is unemployment. Putting a brake on such a high level of inflation and deficit spending implies a correspondingly high level of unemployment. As of December 1993, official statistics provided the incredulously low figure of 0.3% unemployed among the able-bodied population, though this figure failed to reflect the large portion of the labor force that is compelled to work part-time.10

With hyperinflation, significant drops in real wages, impending unemployment, and the unhappy distinction of making the Russian economy look strong by comparison, the dismal state of the Ukrainian economy has created much of dissatisfaction. If deprivation, relative or
otherwise, was all that was needed for workers and others to mobilize, then Ukraine would be
a hotbed of social unrest. That it is not is one of the puzzles this paper attempts to answer.
However, while (as we shall see) by no means are all Ukrainian workers independently
organized, significant numbers, in strategic sectors, are already prepared to fight against the
solution of inflation at the expense of widespread unemployment.

Workers and the Push for Independence

Beyond a handful of activists and dissidents, workers in Ukraine (as elsewhere in the
Soviet Union) found their voice with the miners' strike of July 1989. While there had been a
few strikes before, both within the mining industry and outside of it, this was the first to create
solidarity among workers of different enterprises and different regions.

The strike has been discussed in detail elsewhere, and here attention will be placed
only on its effect on Ukraine. Begun in a single mine in the Siberian Kuzbass, the strike
spread quickly to the Donbass, where it involved nearly all the region's mines.

The strike was to have "long-term political repercussions in Ukraine," for an area that
was not known for its political militancy, the industrialized eastern oblasts -- long assumed to be
conservative and steeped in Stakhanovite traditions -- had risen up and organized itself. As
one observer has noted, it was perhaps not surprising the intellectuals and nationalists from the
West, the Draches and Chornovils, stood up, but no one expected the miners to do so.

Moreover, nationalism played a role, in that while the major coal basins were located in the
East, the strike took an especially militant form in the small Lviv-Volyn coal field in the West,
including huge demonstrations of striking miners in Chervonohrad.

Thus miners were organized as a social and political force in Ukraine even before
Rukh, Ukraine's most powerful and well-known social movement. When Rukh was founded at
a congress in Kiev in September 1989, the Regional Council of Donbass Strike Committees
(RSSKD) sent representatives. While they agreed with many of the principles discussed there,
the miners also found what they considered to be nationalist and extremist elements applauded
by the congress. Further, they left with the inescapable impression that this was a group led by
writers and intellectuals. Such views portended conflicts yet to come.

Beyond their first strike, Ukrainian miners played a central role in the Soviet miners'
movement, and Donetsk was the site for two Union-wide miners' congresses, where the
Independent Miners' Union (NPG), the first independent union in the Soviet Union, was
formed.
Yet workers outside of mining also had a significant impact. Driven by nationalism, the strike committees that emerged in 1989 in the Western cities of Lviv, Chervonohrad, Ivano-Frakivske and Ternopil played a crucial role in March 1990 in electing pro-reform and nationalist candidates to office. They also conducted mass demonstrations and sympathy strikes with miners in the East. In the autumn of 1990, when a conservative backlash had taken hold of the Ukrainian republican government, workers were again instrumental. While students led the way with a hunger strike and a permanent outdoor encampment in Kiev, several of the city's enterprises shut down and workers from the West traveled to demonstrations in the capital. The student hunger strikers, pushing the parliament for passage of the Ukrainian constitution establishing Ukraine's sovereignty prior to the signing of the Union treaty, were unable to achieve their demands on their own. "On October 18, unexpectedly, a large column of workers from Kiev's largest factory marched on Parliament in support of students. They chanted only one word, the factory's name -- 'Arsenal'. Workers tipped the balance."

The full force of Ukrainian workers was not felt again until the start of the second, all-Union miners' strike in 1991, which was significant because it strengthened the centrifugal forces leading to the end of the Soviet Union and the establishment of an independent Ukraine.

This second strike began in the Donbass, over economic issues such as a pay increase and additional pension benefits. Though the initial strike was small and poorly organized, it soon spread to other regions, such as the Kuzbass, where miners declared they had no economic demands, only political, aimed at the Soviet state.

Meanwhile, all twelve mines of Chervonohrad of Western Ukraine joined the strike, arguing that the miners' demands from 1989 would not be fulfilled without a change in the political structure. The demands included abolishing the post of President of the USSR, and dismissing the Soviet congress; granting the Ukrainian declaration of state sovereignty the status of a constitutional act; a rebuff to the Union treaty; and the release of Stepan Khmara (a Ukrainian nationalist and people's deputy) and other political prisoners. Within days, 21 mines of the Lviv-Volhynia coal field were on strike; in addition to the political demands, miners there added, for good measure, the demand that wages be increased two to two and a half times. To resolve their demands, representatives from the twenty-one striking mines of Chervonohrad traveled to Kiev; when the republican government agreed to discuss only economic demands, the miners refused to talk unless their political demands were added to the agenda.
According to one source, Donbass miners were first exposed to ideas of independence by their colleagues from the strike committees of the Lviv-Volyn' basin. In any case, by the fourteenth of March, political demands were added in the Donbass, where the strike had started over wage and pension issues two weeks earlier. Miners there now called for the Supreme Soviet of the USSR to be abolished, Ukraine to be given political and economic sovereignty, and an end to "deductions for the center." 

Indeed, while far from all mines struck, the miners of the Donbass had been remarkably radicalized within a few weeks. It was soon declared that in the Donbass "political demands are most important." With the demand of sovereignty for Ukraine, the Russian-speaking miners of the East found common ground with nationalist groups based in the West, or as put elsewhere, "the sector of Ukraine's population most likely to resist state-building measures had been won to a sovereigntist perspective."

The strike eventually spread north from the Donbass and the Lviv coal fields to Kiev. By mid-April a "Ukrainian strike committee" was set up in Kiev, with a miner from Krasnoarmeisk (Donetsk oblast) as its chair. Hundreds of miners were said to attend a rally on the 14th held at the initiative of the Ukrainian People's Democratic Party under the slogan "Freedom for Political Prisoners—Freedom for Ukraine." Demonstrators blocked traffic and picketed the headquarters of Ukrainian television and radio, demanding that representatives of the miners be given air time. Meanwhile, the Kiev strike committee called for a city-wide general strike on the 16th.

Despite a ban on strikes by the Ukrainian parliament, the strike call was heeded by somewhere between twelve to fifteen enterprises, including some of the city's bus and trolley drivers. The largest enterprise was the Leninskill metal works, where 80 percent of the plant's 8,000 employees walked off. Most attended a demonstration in the center of the city, despite a Ukrainian Supreme Soviet ban on rallies during working hours. Miners marched with several hundred students on the day of the announced general strike: when the students said they were showing support for the miners, the miners responded by supporting the demands of the students' hunger strike of the past October. Together they marched to the Arsenal plant to seek the support of other workers, where they were eventually dispersed by troops using riot gas.

In all, the strike lasted for a full two months, and with the actions in other coal basins, it significantly weakened the Soviet Union and helped set the stage for an independent Ukraine.
The 'Silent Majority?': a Case Study

This worker militancy notwithstanding, one must ask why more workers did not join the miners during this major strike, or why they have not since been active in forming independent workers' organizations. For example, despite the presence of striking miners and the considerable pull of nationalism, the Kiev strike was a faint echo of the strike in Minsk earlier that month.29

What of other workers during this tumultuous period? In particular, what of workers right next door to the miners, such as steelworkers, whose plants' smokestacks can be seen throughout Eastern Ukraine? Ukraine produced some 40% of the Soviet Union's total output in ferrous metals, and metallurgy remains one of Ukraine's major industries. Virtually all of these plants are quite old, and in need of major reconstruction if they are to compete successfully in world markets. Often employing tens of thousands of workers each, these plants have been hit hard by the economic downturn, the disruption of ties to the CIS countries, and the rising cost of inputs, including coal. In order to understand the political situation within these giant factories, it is worth examining one such plant in Donetsk, the center of the miners' insurgency.30

The Donetsk Metallurgical Factory (hereafter referred to as Donetskii) was established by John Hughes, a Scottish entrepreneur, in the late 1860's; the mining and mill town that rose along with the plant was named Iuzovka after its founder.31 The Donetsk plant, like other old plants in Ukraine, was rebuilt and enlarged during the Soviet era. Its current work force numbers more than 17,000, quite large by world standards though not so in the Soviet Union. As in many plants in Ukraine, open-hearth furnace production, virtually abandoned in the West, remains dominant at Donetskii.32

Although neither Donetskii nor any other major industrial plant, for that matter, struck along with the miners, a close examination of the plant over this period finds it hardly without conflict of its own.33 Clearly, in contrast to the coal mines, the administration retained the upper hand in steel and other plants, but the question remains how. The explanation given most often by the participants themselves -- whether members of the plant's administration, trade union officials, or worker-activists who were in favor of a strike -- has to do with the role of these enterprises not only in producing steel, but also in reproducing the labor force.

The Soviet industrial enterprise, in a shortage economy that created a dearth of consumer goods and services, as well as shortages of manpower, developed an array of services that it provided to its work force, from housing to food. At the Donetsk plant, as with many others, the factory provided vacations at its centers on the Azov and Black Seas,
had a close relationship with a state farm to which it provided "seasonal workers" and material inputs in exchange for foodstuffs. The plant also had a shop for subsidiary agriculture, which, among other things, asked steelworkers to take in pigs for fattening. The enterprise also distributed such scarce durable goods as automobiles. By providing nurseries and day care for workers' children, and payments for workers' funerals, the plant's services were quite literally from cradle to grave.\(^{34}\)

The plant provides much of the services to the borough, including housing and transportation to and from work, so much so that the plant's general director was elected to the Ukrainian Congress of People's Deputies (and from there to the sitting parliament, the Supreme Rada) from the borough. In nominating Director Slednev, his deputy argued that it was time to recognize the significance of the factory, since "without the factory the borough's dwellers would not be able to live normally. See for yourself: every second day care center in the borough belongs to the factory, half of the dwellers depend on the plant's stores."\(^{35}\) Slednev, easily making the transition from industrial manager to politician, promised that if candidates from the "steelworkers' bloc" were elected to the borough council, the plant would build a children's amusement park around the "Steelworker" stadium.\(^{36}\)

About five months after the first miners' strike, the director at Donetskii reflected on why steelworkers had remained at work. The economic and financial position of the plant allowed for the solution of a series of problems, including a one hundred ruble payment to single mothers, free food to certain categories of workers, aid to labor veterans on pension, a free vacation or monetary aid to large families once every three years, additional bonuses to workers in the plant cafeterias for quality food preparation and the plant's subsidiary agriculture shop, which over-fulfilled the plan for pork by 120 tons. The sphere of social services was continuing to grow, he added, as there were plans for a shop for smoking meats, another shop for meat products, construction of greenhouses for vegetables, contracts with Hungarian and other foreign firms for the provision (through barter) of shoes, clothes, radio goods, cars. "In a short interview I can't talk about everything... ." claimed the director.\(^{37}\)

In the years since, despite the plant's opening to the market, the provision of such goods and services has continued unabated, as barter deals have provided items priced beyond the reach of the plant's employees.\(^{38}\)

In listing all of the characteristics of the social infrastructure of such an enterprise, one creates the impression that all the workers under its wings were quite well provided for. But given the enormous size of the work force -- 17,000 -- these benefits seem rather less imposing.
on a per capita basis. More importantly, these benefits were not distributed equally, and therein lies a major source of conflict, one that workers challenged when they found increased political opportunity to do so.

Enterprise paternalism in the Soviet Union has been closely related to the labor shortage — privileges are distributed very unevenly, above all to keep those most in demand, skilled workers, at the plant. Thus, certain categories of workers that were scarce were given privileged distribution of housing, so that a pipe fitter might be given apartments in five years, while a steel founder had to wait ten to fifteen. Other items that fell the plant’s way, like automobiles, might be distributed to "exemplary workers," as defined by management. The divisions were not only between skilled and unskilled, or those favored by management and others, but were part of an entire hierarchy that existed throughout the plants. If skilled workers in high demand and most central to production were most favored, service workers, predominantly women working in the plant’s giant social infrastructure, were virtually ignored.39

One might assume that workers’ organizations, such as trade unions, would help workers attempt a more equitable distribution of plant resources. In fact, the trade union at Donetskii, as with other plants, was seen by workers as part of the problem rather than the solution. At Donetskii, less than three weeks after the region’s coal miners had first filled city squares and seized control of mines, the trade union committee met to discuss fulfilling the plan. The trade union chair announced, "in July there were 20 absences from work, 28 violations of public order, and 22 cases of drunkenness." The results of the latest round of socialist competition were announced: the winning brigades received red banners, a diploma and a small monetary prize.40

Soon thereafter, a delegate to a plant trade union conference discussed serious problems in his shop: due to the lack of steel, for the second month it had not fulfilled the plan, leading to drastic cuts in workers’ wages. However, this apparently was not a problem which concerned the trade union. "As for the trade union committee," he added,

it has solved the problem of the family vacation center on the Azov Sea. I consider this a social victory for the trade union committee. And our children vacation at the pioneer camp "Metallurgist" [on the Black Sea]. . . . Now many are saying that the trade union should not be occupied with the problems of providing workers with potatoes, meat, soap. But who will take care of these problems? I consider this the trade union committee’s job.41

Others were not so sure. Another delegate put the question more sharply:

9
Frankly speaking, it pains me that you have organized this conference as if it were ten to fifteen years ago. We don’t talk about the sore points here. We won’t revolt, if we find out that apartments are being given to Afghan war invalids ahead of the line, that a vacation trip in short supply of the kind is being given to a steel founder, a furnace worker or a rolling mill operator. But we demand the just distribution of social goods. We need glasnost here, so that all will know, who obtained what . . . . I think we’ve ruined this conference. 42

Such opinions notwithstanding, as in most industrial enterprises in Ukraine, the once-official trade union remains dominant at Donetskii.

Why have steelworkers not gone on strike and organized themselves as the miners have since 1989? It is certainly the case that miners, owing to their difficult and dangerous work, have a tradition of labor militancy throughout the world. Steelmaking is not much easier, nor have steelworkers been spared the tremendous economic hardship or political turmoil that has been plaguing Ukraine. There are other differences. One significant difference between the miners and steelworkers has been that while miners have been the highest paid group of industrial workers, they have in recent years received much less of the “in-kind” benefits distributed at Donetskii and other enterprises in heavy industry. Conversely, wages in steelmaking have traditionally been lower than in coal-mining, but these large plants have had a much greater social infrastructure. Payment in wages has tended to homogenize the work force, while distribution of benefits through lists and privileges creates divisions. Further, the threat of losing one’s position in line for an apartment or a car, after years of waiting, is a powerful disincentive to collective action.

In some mines, new directors elected after the first strikes re-established a paternalism more favorable to the workers. 43 Mines that have re-established some form of paternalism have generally been able to avoid the labor unrest of other mines. For example, workers at the Donetsk’s famed Zasyadko mine, which has amassed a retinue of goods and services that rivals any top industrial enterprise in Ukraine, appears to have struck only with the blessing of its director. 44

Trade Unions: ‘Free’ and ‘Independent’

The Donetskii Steel Factory may represent the position of many, perhaps most, industrial workers in Ukraine. Other groups of workers, however, have begun to organize independently, indicating limits to enterprise paternalism.
One such group is VOST, the Ukrainian acronym for "The All-Ukrainian Association of Solidarity of Workers," which has organized around radical political and economic change and Ukrainian nationalism. VOST was first formed as a socio-political organization in June 1991, just months after miners and others had struck for Ukrainian sovereignty. The congress declarations were extremely critical of the regional and republican parliaments, the Communist Party, and the official trade union federation, and strongly opposed the signing of the Union treaty. At its second congress, in March 1992, the group called itself and "inter-branch, inter-regional trade union association." In both versions, VOST has consciously modeled itself after Poland's Solidarity. The group welcomes into its membership all "hired labor," whether physical or mental. According to Oleksandr Ivanshchenko, the organization's chair, by June 1992 VOST had 4 million members, with organizational structures in 8 oblasts and six cities. The mere founding of the organization has been credited by some with creating fear in the former authorities and pushing them to adopt reform measures.45

Yet an organization of Ukrainian workers built on a foundation of nationalism suffers from an inherent difficulty stemming from Ukraine's social structure: most workers, while ethnically Ukrainian, live in the russified East, not the more nationalist West. Thus a nationalistic workers' organization will almost certainly lack the numbers that would make it a formidable social and political force. VOST's nationalism was clear at its first congress, where dissident and Ukrainian Republican Party representative Stepan Khmara was elected to its consultative council. The inclusion of others beyond blue collar workers is evident in such constituent organizations as the Union of Ukrainian Students and the Committee for the Defense of Teachers. While the group has remained active politically in Kiev, it has thus far failed to mobilize its purported constituency: according to one source, by September 1992 VOST had issued at least 5 calls for all-Ukrainian strikes, each of which failed to materialize.46 Indeed, rather than reflect the demands of Ukrainian workers, it is probably more accurate to say (as does one of its supporters in the West) that VOST "seeks to promote democratic and nationalistic ideas among workers."47

Other worker organizations have formed along sectoral lines. These include, along with miners, workers in public transportation, longshoremen, pilots and air traffic control workers, and railroad workers. The pilots and air traffic controllers were independently organized before the downfall of the Soviet Union, and joined with the miners in the Federation of Free Trade Unions in January of 1991, and they continued to cooperate with the miners' independent union following Ukrainian independence.
Public transport workers were also among the few groups of active workers under perestroika. Their militancy appears to be due to the fact that their pay is closely tied to performance, and any changes in work rules immediately affect pay. In November 1991, 10,000 drivers in the Donbass walked off work and gathered at demonstrations. They were prompted by new rules that stated (perhaps not unreasonably) that only roadworthy vehicles should operate. However, since at least half of the vehicles in the fleets should have been written off as completely worn out, and since fuel was becoming increasingly scarce, the vehicles often went idle and workers went unpaid. Consistent with the argument that the distribution of in-kind benefits through the workplace has prevented workers' collective action, it was noted during the strike that the drivers "are in last place [among workers] regarding the extent to which they have been provided with apartments." 

In March 1992, Donbass drivers again went on strike, this time shutting down transport throughout the entire region, with 80,000 workers out. Workers from the Krivvy Rih section of the Dnestr railroad line joined in as well. Strikers were careful to state that their action was "not a political strike," and that they were advancing "purely economic demands." 

The actions of coal miners, did not lead to organized activity by neighboring steelworkers, but they did have a direct effect on other groups. For instance, iron ore and uranian miners followed the example of coal industry workers and walked out several times. In March 1992, the ore miners of Krivvy Rih forced the resignation of the Dneprpetrovsk oblast soviet chair through a strike lasting over two weeks. 

The miners' success in getting sharp increases in their pay affected other workers both directly and indirectly. In a relative sense, other workers' wages began to lag behind that of the miners. More directly, miners' wage increases added a regional inflation spiral on top of already greatly accelerating prices. The wage structure was further distorted by the fact that while underground workers tended to be the most militant, wage increases were granted to peripheral and service workers in the coal industry. Thus, when doctors in the Donbass threatened to strike, they could argue (as did Lilya Omelyanchuk, chair of Donetsk regional medical workers' union) that the pay of a professor of surgery was one-quarter that of a janitor in a coal mine. Moreover, drivers could argue that the average pay of a Donetsk regional transportation association driver was 1,800R, which bought 15 kg of meat in April 1992, while drivers for the Ukrainian state coal committee would get 3-4 times more for same work. Yet when doctors, teachers and drivers did strike, they did not direct their anger at coal miners, but rather appealed to them for advice in organizing their fledgling unions and in directing protests at the state.
To be sure, the increasingly high rate of inflation was not due solely to the miners' strikes. Rather, as then Prime Minister Fokin argued in 1992, wage increases in industry were not being backed by increases in productivity; inflation was pushing up wages, which were being funded through monopoly pricing and bank credits, pushing inflation further. At least in a relative sense, those in heavy industry (especially miners, workers in power-engineering, and metallurgists) were better able to keep up with inflation, while those outside the sphere of production, such as farm workers, service employees and pensioners, were the hardest hit.53

Yet such a state of affairs has not kept the miners quiescent. In May 1992, at the initiative of the independent miners' union, a Consultative Council of Free Trade Unions of Ukraine was formed, compromising the miners' NPG, the pilots' union, the air traffic controllers, and a free trade union of railroad engineers.54 The council was soon given legitimacy by Kiev when it sat at a round-table meeting in June 1992 with Kravchuk and representatives of the once-official trade union federation (FNPU). Among the agreements signed at the meeting was a promise by the government to examine the collective contracts proposed by the independent trade unions. The independent unions took this agreement to heart, and argued that the government was obligated to sit down and negotiate over "general tariff agreements," which would regulate compensation, benefits and some work rules in the industries and professions represented by the unions. When the government dragged its feet, the independent unions called for a strike, threatening to shut down the railroads, airports, and the coal industry.55

The strike, when it began on September 2, paralyzed Ukraine's rail and air transport systems. Virtually every airport was closed, and traffic stopped at 15 major rail junctions. Support in the coal fields was spotty, with at most 39 mines closed down.56 This was not altogether surprising, since this was the first strike called by central unions over collective bargaining issues, rather than by strike committees or through spontaneous conflicts at the enterprise. The NPG, while influential beyond its numbers and continuing to grow, was not the dominant union in most coal mines.57

Yet the stoppage illuminated the fact that the strike weapon cannot be wielded with equal success by workers in every sector. Unlike miners' strikes and other disruptions in industry, this strike had an enormous impact on daily life, since it affected average citizens above all. The unions were unprepared for the negative reaction that their strike received from the public, and Kiev was able to use this to its advantage, first by turning the major state controlled media against the strike, and second by invoking the Soviet-era law on labor
conflicts in declaring the transportation strike illegal. By the second day of the strike, union officials were issued subpoenas to appear in the Supreme Court.

Despite the fact that the unions had begun the strike only after the failure of a fairly lengthening bargaining process, the strike was condemned by most political groups in Ukraine. The FPU, which had earlier reached a separate agreement with the government, called for an end to the strike, rejecting "the efforts of one category of workers to get privileges at the expense of other groups."58 The nationalist Ukrainian Republican Party and Democratic Party of Ukraine called on workers to go back to work, "for the sake of political stability, civil accord, and the benefit of Ukraine."59 Rukh also came out against the strike, saying the actions of the union leaders "gives rise to astonishment," although union leaders said that the deputy chair of Rukh Lavrinovych made it clear that Rukh would support the independent unions if they advanced political demands formulated by VOST, which the unions declined to do.60 As it was, the trade union council was demanding, beyond a signing of the tariff agreements, the resignation of Fokin's cabinet and the reelection of the Ukrainian parliament. The strike was ended on the third day when the government dropped plans to prosecute strike leaders, signed the tariff agreements, and gave union leaders time on state television to present their side of the conflict.

Yet the success of other actions in the transportation sector were mixed. In a little over a month Kravchuk was able to prevent a strike by an independent longshoreman's trade union at the port of Ilichevsk.61 But a strike in February 1993 by Kiev public transportation workers -- bus, trolley and tram drivers -- was more problematic. While the city's transport workers had struck three times before, this was the largest action. Once again, the disruption the strike caused in people's everyday lives did not win the strikers much sympathy. Rukh condemned the action, and urged ominously that the authorities "punish the real organizers of the strike."62 The strikers, many of them women, remained out for over a week. Yet the state responded harshly, declaring the strike illegal, and mobilized civil defense forces, military drivers, and buses from army depots and industrial enterprises in an effort to break the strike. In the end the drivers returned to work without gaining their main demand -- that they be paid 10 times the minimum wage. Taken together, the two transportation strikes showed that the state had changed its attitude towards strikes, at least by certain groups, and was willing to take them to court rather than give in to strikers' demands quickly and quietly as in the past.

The actions of these independent workers' groups, while limited to certain sectors, contrasts sharply with the behavior of the once-official trade union federation, which, at least
formally, can claim to speak for the overwhelming majority of Ukrainian workers. Indeed, at
the end of 1992, the federation claimed to represent some 80% of workers in Ukraine.

Despite such numbers, and with the economy in a desperate tailspin, the actions of the
FPU have been surprisingly tame. It has increasingly made populist noises with little apparent
effect. When Kiev failed to keep its promise of consulting with the union before any price
increases, the FPU threatened "actions putting pressure on the government," though the
independent unions had already declared a strike. The FPU has declared warning strikes
several times, none of which have materialized. As expressed at a meeting of regional
union officials in Kirovohrad, where the regional council received angry responses from local
union representatives, the FPU "acts in such a way as to merely scare but not to hurt
anybody."64

The reason that the FPU has managed to retain such a large membership despite its
apparent inability to defend its workers' interests is fairly clear. As noted above, unions
during the Soviet era were part of the state and enterprise distribution network, where they
handed out everything at the workplace from the state's social security funds to vacation trips
and consumer goods. As in Russia, workers in Ukraine are afraid to sign a form stating their
desire to leave the once-official union, for fear of being denied access to these goods and
services. Because there is no alternative at present for many of these services that the union
provides, and because their distribution is such an effective way of retaining union members,
even the independent unions (while denouncing the practice) have become involved in
allocation of social services ("raspredelenie i sotskul'tbyt").66

The reasons for the federation's lack of militancy appear fairly straightforward was
well. The existence of independent unions in a workplace or industry correlates fairly highly
with strike activity; indeed, it appears that a group of workers must reach the point of
collective action required by striking in order to overcome the hegemony of the once-official
trade union. Conversely, were the FPU or its constituent members to lead a real strike rather
than make vague strike threats or calls for protests, there is a fairly good chance that workers
would throw off the old union leadership in favor of strike committees or new union
structures, much as the independents had done. A further reason for the federation's lack of
militancy, and a significant one, is that it would surely have a difficult time mobilizing its
constituency, since most workers at best tolerate it merely for the social benefits received.

There are more directly political and personal reasons for the FPU's docility during this
period of economic crisis. Oleksandr Stoyan, the federation chair elected in November 1992,
came to the top union post from the position of "senior consultant in the president's political
service," and Stoyan has done little since to embarrass his former boss.  

The revolving door has worked in both directions: O. Yefimenko, the former chair of the union federation, was subsequently named to head the State Social Security Fund. While new laws have been directed at giving the state control of social security funds and sanatoria, this personnel move has effectively given such powers back to the trade union structure. Thus it appears unlikely that there will be a major rift anytime soon between the trade union federation and the president, as has recently happened in Russia, with the resulting loss by the union of control over social security funds.

If the FPU is to weaken its hold on Ukrainian workers, it will do so from within, and there are some small signs that this may yet happen. The western regions, where Ukrainian nationalism is strongest, have led the way in this regard. Building on the strength of strike committees from 1989 and 1991, the regions of Lviv, Ternopil and Ivano-Frankivsk elected local democratically oriented trade unions that are pushing to break free of the FPU. These regional organizations compromise some three million members, though because of the Soviet-era practice of including everyone in a trade union, from managers to artists, the number of blue collar workers is probably less. In October 1991, the 1.1 million members of the Lviv regional union elected as its head Yaroslav Kendzior, the former editor of the samizdat journal Ukrainian Herald. By June of 1992, the regional union council voted to disband itself, most likely as a way of helping break up the FPU.

Yet elsewhere the federation shows little sign of imminent collapse. One would expect to see important changes in places like Donetsk, the center of the coal miners' movement. Yet the regional union, or the Union of Independent Associations of Trade Unions (known by its Russian acronym as SNOP), remains dominant in membership and property holdings, if not in political power. In an effort to distance itself from its Communist-dominated predecessor, SNOP has advertised its brightly colored logo on local buses and sponsored rallies for economic reform, yet the changes have been largely superficial. It is some indication of how muddled the organization is that SNOP's newspaper is called "The Position," though from its pages it is impossible to determine what that position might be. In place of the masthead slogan "Workers of the world, unite!" there now appears the more innocuous "Trade unions defend the rights of workers." To be sure, the association is broadly based, containing representatives from the official steelworkers' and miners' unions ranged alongside their counterparts from the textile workers union, the union of jurists which includes the police, and something called "Solidarnost" which turns out to be an association of small businessmen. Yet other than a rather vague feeling of not getting a fair deal from Kiev, it is hard to see what
unites them or how SNOP can serve as an effective agent for mass mobilization.\textsuperscript{72} In private, several of the more dissident elements of the organization ridiculed the organization's pretensions to "independence," with several saying that "they have changed in name only." The leader of the textile workers' union, based in a single plant and modeled on the miners' NPG, spoke of the difficulty in organizing an independent union. But she added, "When the miners went on strike, I started to listen to everything attentively. It was as if I opened my eyes for the first time. I started to communicate with other people, to delve deeply into all our problems. My life changed." Yet it is illustrative that in this region of heavy industry and miner militancy, instead of industrial workers, the dissident elements within SNOP were the small textile union, the air traffic controllers, and the unions of jurists and entrepreneurs. Owing to SNOP's resources, even these groups have remained official members; only the miners' NPG in Donetsk operates completely independently.\textsuperscript{73}

**Coal Miners, the Donbass, and Ukrainian Independence**

The miners themselves have continued to have a direct impact on the course of Ukrainian politics. Moreover, the focus of their struggle has shifted to the level of regional politics within Ukraine, in a way that has blurred the conflicts between independent and once-official trade unions, and even between workers and managers.

While miners from East and West, together with Ukrainian nationalists, united in 1991 for the goal of an independent Ukraine, they did so for different reasons. The Donbass miners had neither the positive economic incentive of the Kuzbass miners, nor the nationalistic drive of those in Western Ukraine. It is worth reflecting on the reasons the Russian-speaking Donbass miners pushed for Ukrainian independence and the dismantling of the Soviet state, since they shed light on the present conflict.

One central factor was a strong sense of exploitation — a sense that the miners were not getting justly paid for the product of their labor. Despite much rhetoric in favor of the market, a just payment for their labor power was viewed by miners as being based not on its market value, but on a materialist labor theory of value. Indeed, many miners had calculated (based on what it was difficult to determine) that they were earning only a very small percentage of the true value of their product.

This labor theory of value deepened class antagonisms within the workplace. Bosses, after all, produced nothing. At Donetsk's October mine one worker insisted, in a typical complaint,

> A lot of people live at the expense of others. Take our mine for example. During the last strike we counted the number of people who work directly in the
mine producing coal — 3800. Of these 700 were managers. We have some sections in the mine where 4 workers are supervised by 3 people.  

Another October miner put it more strongly still: "Look at how many mouths we feed! This system must be smashed."  

Given this materialist sense of what different people deserved to be paid, wage differentials within a single firm, which would seem overly modest in a capitalist economy, were simply not tolerated where miners had the ability to challenge such an arrangement. Valery Samofalov, a strike leader at the Kuibyshev mine who disagreed with this prevailing view, recalled with exasperation, "When we drafted the [labor collective] contract . . . and read it to the workers, no one was listening until we got to a paragraph [about] the director's salary." According to the contract, if the mine fulfilled the plan, workers would be paid R2,000 a month — a hefty wage at the time — and the director would get three times that amount. "So, we got to this point, and people have this consciousness — it's not their fault, it's our misfortune, it's how we were raised. 'Look,' they said, 'the director sits in his office and makes R10,000 whereas I work with a shovel'."  

Yet there was more at work in these sentiments than populist envy. Rather, miners expressed a strong sense of injustice, a sense of having been robbed. Miners, even with their high wages, could not obtain the same privileges they saw distributed to their bosses and others with connections. The problem, according to many miners, was that people were not getting paid according to their labor: Those that worked hard, and produced something of material value, were being cheated out of its worth, while those that distributed and redistributed this wealth, were enriching themselves without real work.  

The miners soon drew a connection between their sense of exploitation and the state's ability, through the self-appointed Communist Party, to distribute and redistribute wealth as it saw fit. Indeed, the class-based anger directed at managers within the enterprise was soon aimed towards a system the miners believed to be exploiting them.  

With the sense that Moscow was cheating them, that they were putting more into the central coffers than they were getting out, the call for a sovereign Ukraine, when it came, struck a deep chord. The support of the Russian-speaking Donbass miners for Ukrainian sovereignty was based not on nationalism, but on the hope that a Ukrainian government with more independence would provide a better deal than the Soviet government in terms of what it took away and what it gave back, while events would be easier to control in Kiev than in Moscow.
As Yurii Makarov, co-chair of the Donetsk strike committee, explained after the 1991 strike:

It's my opinion that in such a big state as ours, it's impossible to administer all regions from one place, from Moscow, and to issue laws that would be acceptable to everyone. I think that if Ukraine were independent, it would be better able to fix the economy and everything else on its territory.  

But the hope of the Donbass miners that Ukrainian independence would improve their material situation and the accountability of the state proved short-lived. When asked a year later what had changed since the 1991 strike (in which the miners' political demands had been achieved) Makarov replied, "everything has gotten worse."

Ukrainian independence did not improve the situation -- the "center" just moved from Moscow to Kiev. In the past we fought for the existence of Ukraine as an autonomous state. But we didn't want Kiev to become the center instead of Moscow, we wanted power to be given to the localities, to enterprises, to cities, we wanted the living standard of the population to grow. But not so Kiev could grab the reins of government in its fist.

This dissatisfaction was furthered by the Ukrainian government's coal policy. The initial strategy of Kiev, upon gaining independence, was to let the coal miners follow the logic of their rhetoric, and to exist totally on the free market. When Russia began lifting price controls in January 1992, forcing Ukraine to take similar action, the government in Kiev freed prices for coal and cut all subsidies and tax obligations for the industry. This allowed for windfall profits in the coal industry, and miners wages rose dramatically.

The euphoria from the sudden increase in wages was short-lived. Miners began to perceive the free market policy for the coal industry as a trap. As Donetsk's deputy mayor Bychkov put it, the miners "started to realize that there are less and less buyers of coal, and more and more coal in warehouses. . . . Now miners understand that in a year or so there will be lots of coal, but few buyers, and no need to keep mining. What will happen to the miners then?" Recognizing their predicament, miners and coal managers themselves volunteered to pay taxes to the state, Bychkov explained, "on the condition that the state should be responsible for the mines, like in the Ruhr Basin in Germany, in Britain, and even in America. When a mine is closed, the state decides to develop new work in electronics or some other industry, creating new work places. That's state policy."

However, even as they recognized the importance of subsidies and their dependence on the state, the Donbass miners continued to argue that they were being exploited. Samofalov of
the Kuibyshev mine, addressing a meeting of miners before their shift, used the following illustration to explain how the exploitation had taken place before, and how little had changed since.

Once the Soviet Union existed. Once clever men worked in our Motherland's capital city, and each of us received a little something from our Motherland's 'granaries.' All of us worked, poured everything into the 'granaries', and the clever men divided it into parts. They decided themselves how much everyone would get, because no one should get rich, no one should 'fatten.' When the collapse of the Union started the 'granaries' moved from Moscow to Kiev.

He went on to argue that in the Donbass "steelworkers, chemical workers, and so on, all of us create material value," placing it ahead of other regions, but "if you contribute the lion's share to the budget of Ukraine, you get only a certain small percentage back to satisfy your needs, such as day care, pensions, health care. But the Ternopil [agricultural and western] region which produces much less than you do, is given a big share." These regions "live at our expense." The answer, he and many others argued, was to make the Donbass a free economic zone, as the first step toward a federal Ukraine.83

Part of the conflict between the Donbass miners and Kiev has to do with a greater cleavage in Ukrainian society: between Russian and Ukrainian speakers, and between the industrialized East and the more agricultural West. When viewed in terms of ethnic background alone, Russians are a clear minority in Ukraine — 22% of the population as compared with 73% Ukrainians. But the greater cleavage, many would argue, is between those for whom Russian is the first language — Russians, Russified Ukrainians, and others — and Ukrainian speakers.84 Ukrainians speaking Russian as a first language tend, for historical and sociological reasons, to be much less nationalistic then their Ukrainian-speaking counterparts. Moreover, these Russian speakers, both ethnic Ukrainians and Russians, are concentrated overwhelmingly in the industrial East, while Ukrainian speakers predominate in rural areas especially in the West.85

In the East, the ties to Russia are not only cultural: in the heavily-industrialized South-East region of Ukraine, at least 80% of enterprises were oriented to Russia either as suppliers of inputs or as purchasers of their products.86 This is not surprising, given the fact that almost all of the Donbass’s industry was run by Union ministries in Moscow rather than Ukrainian ministries.

Thus in Ukraine ethnic and national issues, such the question of Ukrainian as the state language, overlap with class and economic concerns, such as state support for agriculture
versus that for industry. These conflicts coincide on the crucial issues of state building, economic reform, and policy towards Russia: Ukrainian nationalists and western Ukrainians favor building a strong independent state above all, while those working in industry and eastern Ukrainians generally favor strong trade and other contacts with Russia, and are not willing to suffer economic hardship, even temporarily, for the sake of a strong Ukraine. Together these conflicts have pushed miners and others in the Donbass to call for a federal system for Ukraine, giving their region greater autonomy.

Given this history and social structure, the Donbass strike of June 1993 was hardly surprising. What was surprising was that the conflict united much of Eastern Ukraine, and both workers and managers, manual laborers and professionals, against the current government in Kiev. The strike began over the latest round of price increases on food and basic consumer items, an action that was exacerbated by the fact that many miners had not been paid for months due to the shortage of cash. While the work stoppage began on June 7 in a single Donetsk mine over these economic issues, the news quickly spread to other mines, and the Donetsk city strike committee put forth political demands: regional independence for the Donbass, and a national referendum on (no) confidence in the parliament and the president. Within a day all the mines of the Donetskugol coal association had stopped working, and the miners had gathered on the city square.87

Workers from other industries showed their support for miners, either by shutting down production or sending their representatives to the demonstration on the city square. Teachers, medical and cultural workers also took part. By June 11, 150 enterprises in Donetsk province alone had stopped work, including 74 mines. On the city square speakers argued that government policy was hurting the industrialized region; the phrase "they've squeezed the last juice out of the Donbass" was heard repeatedly. More specifically, demonstrators maintained that the region was not getting its fair share of state revenues, and that Kiev's policy on trade meant that goods were not flowing to and from other former Soviet republics, creating losses for industry. If a strike was not sufficient to achieve their goal of regional independence, the miners threatened to call for civil disobedience throughout the region.88

The miners and others claimed that their political demands were the most important, and as if to prove their point they refused to halt the strike after considerable economic concessions were made by the government.89 Nor did they show much reaction when Efim Zviagilskii, then mayor of Donetsk and the former director of the Zasyadko mine where the strike began, was named first Vice Premier of Ukraine. What did end the strike was the
decision of the Ukrainian parliament, after three days of discussion, to hold a national referendum on the faith of the population in the parliament and the president.\(^90\)

The strike, which lasted ten days, was considerable in scope. According to the strikers' statistics, more than 300 enterprises stopped work. Beyond the Donbass, the strike was said to have touched Kherson, Kirovohrad, the Kryvyy Rih basin, Simferopol and Kharkiv. Workers at the well known "Arsenal" plant in Kiev called a meeting to discuss joining the strike, and even three mines from Novovvolynsk in Western Ukraine stopped work.\(^91\)

One reason that the strike was so successful was that, in contrast to previous strikes (and most labor conflicts), managers and local governments were not opposed but openly supported the demands. While the strike was started spontaneously by coal miners, directors wholeheartedly supported the demands -- aimed at Kiev and not management. Moreover, strikes occurred in many enterprises where management, rather than workers, still retains the upper hand. (At the Donetskii Metallurgical Factory, for example, work did not stop, but representatives from the plant participated in demonstrations in Donetsk and in Kiev.) Coal directors and other industrialists, in fact, refused to open talks with Kiev on economic questions until the strikers' political demands were met.\(^92\)

**Cleavages in Contemporary Ukraine and Electoral Prospects**

Thus, despite tremendous class and political differences, Donbass society proved able to unite on the goal of greater regional autonomy. Indeed, cleavages in contemporary Ukraine, far from being "cross-cutting," largely overlap and reinforce one another. Again, these include agricultural versus industrial interests; Ukrainian nationalism versus cultural and kinship ties with Russia; the issues of state building versus economic growth; an independent economy versus free trade with Russia; Ukrainian as the state language versus Russian as a second state language; and finally, a sense that the industrial East is a net drain on the Ukrainian economy versus a sense of exploitation -- that the Donbass is producing more than it is getting back from the state.

It is this sense of exploitation that has led miners and others to call for a free economic zone in the Donbass. If understandable politically, the calls for a free economic zone for the region make little sense economically, given the region's dependence on subsidies.\(^93\) Most miners and others interviewed in the Donbass held two contradictory viewpoints without particular concern: that the "center" (first Moscow, now Kiev) was exploiting them, and that they were dependent on state subsidies for their survival.
The subsidies have been significant: 550 billion karbovanets subsidy to Ukrainian coal industry in May-June alone; an extrapolation of this rate would mean annual cost of 3,300 billion karbovanets, or nearly a third of the annual state budget, before counting the wage hikes granted after the recent strike. The dilemma facing Kiev is either to invest large amounts of capital reconstructing worn-out industries and creating new jobs or to spend still greater sums to subsidize unprofitable industries. A further option, to employ Thatcher’s strategy of direct confrontation with workers, leading to closures and unemployment, would almost certainly be a disaster for all involved. Miners, for example, well understand the industry’s enormous losses, not only financial but in human lives, and themselves argue that some mines should be closed. But they insist that they be retrained -- to build cars, houses, roads, or whatever society needs. Otherwise, they are prepared to fight.

As Donetsk strike committee member Boldyrev maintained, "The authorities in Kiev seem to be hostage to the situation: if there were mass closing of the mines, there would be a great outburst and social unrest, and they know that perfectly well." As his colleague Krylov insisted, "Maybe those who say the Donbass should be closed as a zone of ecological catastrophe are right. It’s necessary to close mines and factories. But if the Donbass mines are closed, 120,000 underground miners will be jobless. There’ll be a social explosion -- a war."

While the miners’ demand for a referendum on the confidence of the population in the parliament and the president was eventually rejected, pressure applied across Ukrainian society succeeded in forcing parliament to call pre-term elections for both president and parliament. In fact, in their loathing of parliament, Rukh (and other parties) and the miners’ NPG united in calling for early elections. Rail workers in Lviv oblast struck for at least six days, demanding the dissolution and reelection of the parliament as well as higher wages; they were joined by other workers in the oblast in one-hour strikes and demonstrations, where participants also spoke out against the agreements on the Black Sea fleet and nuclear weapons, as well as the possibility of Ukraine’s participation in an economic union with the CIS states.

With elections now called for, workers in Galicia may well support Rukh and other parties of democratic-nationalist orientation, but workers in the East will almost certainly not do so. Yet a party that might capture the concerns of workers as a distinct group has failed to appear. In fact, the only "Labor Party" was rather clearly set up by enterprise managers, largely from the Donbass. In the absence of a party perceived as genuinely committed to the interests of labor (such as the labor or social democratic parties of Western Europe), the
parties of industrialist and former communists may do quite well in the coming elections among workers, especially in Eastern Ukraine. Indeed, early survey data indicates that the Socialist Party (the successor to the Communist Party) has gained support from unskilled workers, among other groups. Moreover, while the largest group of those surveyed are still undecided, their profile closely resembles the supporters of the Socialist Party, suggesting that the latter could continue to gain considerable support. Unless moderate political groups such as New Ukraine can craft effective appeals to workers in the East, the former communists may do quite well.

Conclusions

Ukraine is now mired in an increasingly dire economic and political crisis, so much so that Ukraine has been transformed in a very short while from the former Soviet republic with perhaps the best prospects to a country of which the following is now being asked: "Can Ukraine survive as an independent state?"

The question is not an abstract one for the Ukrainian population, of which industrial workers comprise a predominant part. Prices have soared uncontrollably, real wages and living standards have dropped dramatically, and the threat of unemployment looms on the horizon for a good many of Ukraine’s workers.

And yet the number of industries where workers have mobilized to defend themselves in such appalling economic conditions has been surprisingly few. The threat of unemployment, together with the enterprise paternalism described above, has placed workers in a difficult situation as they remain dependent on industrial enterprises precariously propped up by credits and subsidies. These enterprises themselves have thus far proved resistant to change.

For one, the distribution of goods and services through the workplace places a major roadblock before the privatization of state enterprises, a path upon which Ukraine has hardly even begun to embark. Since city governments cannot afford to take over the operation of day care centers or the construction and distribution of housing, and private owners would have to charge prices out of the reach of potential customers, enterprises remain, for the present, the only alternative.

The once-official trade unions have also continued to benefit from this system of distribution. At Donetskii as elsewhere, these unions retain members largely through their ability to control the distribution of items from the state’s social security benefits to places in plant vacation centers and children’s summer camps. As we have seen, these trade union
associations are having a much harder time mobilizing their constituency and convincing them that they have recast themselves into a legitimate defender of workers’ interests.

Enterprise distribution has also benefitted the directors of these plants, a group commonly referred to throughout Ukraine as the "Red Directorate." Far from being interested simply in profit-maximization, these directors view their positions politically. They continue to expend scarce resources on the well-being of their workforce, which both prevents workers' collective action and allows the directors, or others with whom they ally, to achieve positions of political power and influence. Thus, Donetskii's director used his plant's resources as a base for election to Ukraine’s parliament. The director of the above-mentioned Zasyadko mine, Efim Zviagilsky, was elected mayor of Donetsk, member of parliament, and as of this writing, is acting Prime Minister of Ukraine. These political positions, in turn, allow for further strengthening of their economic base: Zasyadko's success appears largely a result of an export license, one of the scarcest resources in Ukrainian industry, the distribution of which has little correlation with economic rationality. Others, such as Donetskii's Sledenev, are able to use their position to get favorable credits for their enterprises. Collectively, these industrialists cum parliamentarians are blamed, through their granting of subsidies and credits to industry, for much of the monetary emissions currently plaguing Ukraine’s economy.

Such a state of affairs helps explain why the only "labor" parties in Ukraine have been organizations of industrialists and directors. They, together with the once-official trade unions, have taken over the Communist Party’s legacy of "acting in the interests of the working class," while having a weak link with those they claim to represent. This would appear to be bad news for the creation of a democratic society, since most workers, a very significant social group, and one that will be asked to make still more sacrifices for the sake of economic reform, lack a genuine channel for articulating their interests and defending their rights. While workers and directors may have some common interests at present, such as in maintaining employment, their interests are hardly identical.104

However, while most workers remain dependent on state enterprises and their managers for their well-being, significant sectors are independently organized and have shown their willingness to strike. While some of these groups, such as those in transportation, have found that the use of their strike weapon can create a social backlash, others, most notably the Donbass miners, have used strikes to dramatic effect. Moreover, in applying a conception of justice born in the Soviet era (such as the miners’ argument about their exploitation despite heavy state subsidies), the miners’ insurgency underscores the difficulties not only in creating
capitalism but making it legitimate — in convincing miners and other workers that the market not only works efficiently, but distributes its rewards fairly.

More importantly still, the miners of Eastern Ukraine are joined in their demands across class lines by others in the region. The reasons are both material and cultural: both workers and managers in these state enterprises have an interest in strong economic ties with Russian firms, and the predominantly Russian-speaking population has cultural and kinship ties with Russia, an interest in promoting the Russian language as a second state language, and little interest in state building at the expense of economic well-being. As the strike of June 1993 showed, much of this region is capable of acting collectively to defend its interests.

This cleavage illuminates the vicious circle to be faced by any government in Kiev: in order to halt inflation and stabilize the economy, that government would have to cut subsidies, much of which are aimed at industries in the East. Any reduction in subsidies will lead to bankruptcies and open and widespread unemployment. Yet if relatively modest price increases were sufficient to bring much of Eastern Ukraine to strike and call for the virtual ouster of the government and the president, then a sudden reduction in subsides and subsequent unemployment will almost certainly do so. The result has been a political crisis, as the Ukrainian economy continues to slide deeper into the morass.
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